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中 文 摘 要 ： 本文最主要是評價海外可轉資產交換並且考慮信用風險以及

利率風險。在信用風險方面，使用簡約式模型。在利率風險

方面，使用 CIR 模型。考慮此兩種風險，本文使用最小平方

蒙地卡羅法評價海外可轉換公司債。最後，本文提出兩種方

法並比較其差異。 

中文關鍵詞： 可轉換資產交換；可轉換公司債 

英 文 摘 要 ： This project is to price the Euro-convertible bond 

asset swap considering credit and interest risks. On 

the credit risk, we use the reduced-form approach. On 

the interest risk, we adopt the CIR model. Then, we 

use the LSMC method to price Euro-convertible. At 

last, we compare the difference the two methods. 

英文關鍵詞： Convertible Bond Asset Swap； Convertible Bond 
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可轉債資產交換與一般資產交換評價與風險控管分析 

 

中文摘要 

  本文最主要是評價海外可轉資產交換並且考慮信用風險以及利率風險。在信用風險方

面，使用簡約式模型。在利率風險方面，使用 CIR模型。考慮此兩種風險，本文使用最小

平方蒙地卡羅法評價海外可轉換公司債。最後，本文提出兩種方法並比較其差異。 

關鍵字: 可轉換資產交換;可轉換公司債                             

 

Abstract 

  This project is to price the Euro-convertible bond asset swap considering credit and interest 

risks. On the credit risk, we use the reduced-form approach. On the interest risk, we adopt the 

CIR model. Then, we use the LSMC method to price Euro-convertible. At last, we compare the 

difference the two methods. 

Key words: Convertible Bond Asset Swap; Convertible Bond 
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1. Introduction 

In order to improve the soundness and transparency of operations of financial institutions, the 

international supervision financial systems, such as the International Accounting Standards Board 

(IASB), have revisedand developed increasingly rigorous regulations. The development of 

international financial supervision system has imposed more rigorous regulations to improve the 

soundness and transparency of financial institutions. These regulations include the adoption of 

Basel II, implementing International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS), promoting Solvency II, 

among many others. The Basel II requires financial institutions to specify the risks of financial 

products to calculate the capital requirements. As to accounting system, the Financial Supervisory 

Commission announced in May 2009 that all companies have to report their financial status 

according to IFRS after 2013 in Taiwan. Under this requirement, the assets have to be marked to 

market. The pricing of the components of financial products will become a necessity. Moreover, 

the scheduled adoption and implementation of Solvency II in the European insurance industry 

will make the pricing of financial products more important. All these regulations show that the 

valuation of detailed components of financial products will be a common practice in the future. 

The valuation of financial products and their components fits the trend of the development of 

international financial system. However, the valuation of financial products in Taiwan is still in a 

very preliminary stage, and therefore it is important to improve the correctness and effectiveness 

of the valuation according to the regulation of IFRS. In this project, we choose the valuation of 

Euro-convertible bond asset swap (ECB asset swap) as the starting point since ECB asset swap is 

one of the popular financial products in Taiwan financial market and has some differences among 

structured notes and general asset swap. 

Convertible bonds (CBs) are bonds with a right (option) to convert the bond into shares 

(equity), i.e., CB is a bond embedded with a stock call option. In fact, CB issuance is a major 

funding way in the capital market, its amount is about 614,573 billion USD in 2010. Another 

alternative funding channel for companies is the CB stripping transaction, called Convertible 

Bond Asset Swap (CB asset swap), that has grown significantly since the mid 1990s and at least 

30% of CB have been stripped in 2001 [1]. 
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Figure 1 shows the structure of CB asset swap. Securities trader strips a CB into two 

structured products, credit component and equity component, to suit the preferences between 

different investors. The credit component is referred as a CB asset swap and the equity 

component is referred as a call option on CB. Typically, the CB asset swap consists of the sale of 

ECB and an interest rate swap. Credit investor purchases a CB and writes an American-style call 

option on ECB to equity investor, gives the latter the right to purchase CB. The maturity date of 

ECB asset swap and expiration date of CB call option is about the same as the put date of CB. 

Hence, the credit investor holds a synthesis straight bond without conversion provision in the CB 

asset swap. The credit investor is usually the fixed income investor, such as commercial bank and 

insurance company. If CB issuer does not default, CB issuer does not callE CB back, or equity 

investor does not exercise its call option, securities traders will pay the credit investor fixed swap 

rate and credit investor will pay securities trader coupon rate of CB. Otherwise, the asset swap 

will be early terminated. 

The valuation of CB asset swap determines the suitable asset rate under the no-arbitrage 

principle. For CB stripping approach, financial practitioners have developed different pricing 

methods to value an asset swap rate and the value of a call option on CB in practice [2, 3, 4]. In 

theory, these pricing methods should be equivalent. However, there exist some problems in these 

pricing methods to cause the valuation results inconsistent. The pricing methodology can be 

summarized into two methods. Their procedures and problems are represented briefly as follows: 

� Method A: 

First is to value the prices of ECB and call option using pricing model, such as CRR model 
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[5] and Least-square Monte-Carlo (LSMC) model [6]. In practice, the ECB strip is to make the 

value of synthetic straight bond plus price of call option on ECB equal to the value of ECB. 

Hence, the price of synthetic straight bond is equal to price of ECB minus price of call option. 

Last, practitioners can use an asset swap calculation method to estimate the swap rate. The 

problem here is that this method ignores the relationship of valuation of ECB and ECB call 

option. If ECB issuer decides to call ECB back or ECB holder (equity investor) decides to 

convert ECB in the valuation procedure of ECB, the decisions will influence the valuation 

procedure of ECB call option. Therefore, the price of synthetic straight bond could be 

underestimated, and thus the asset swap is overestimated. 

� Method B: 

First, the prices of ECB and call option are valued using the pricing model. Since the 

maturity date of asset swap is the same as the nearness put date of ECB, the price of synthetic 

straight bond is equal to the discounted value of put price of ECB. Next, practitioners can use 

their calculation procedure to estimate the swap rate. The problem here is that this method 

ignores the American-style feature of ECB asset swap since asset swap could be early terminated. 

Therefore, the price of synthetic straight bond could be overestimated, and thus the asset swap is 

underestimated. 

Credit risk plays an ever-increasingly important role in today’s financial markets due to the 

financial crisis caused by U.S. subprime mortgage problem from 2007 to 2010. Banks and 

companies have applied increasingly methods to assess the risk of their loan portfolio and their 

counterparty. Since ECBs are issued by non-government companies, the credit risks of those 

companies are very important. Hence, developing an effective credit risk analysis becomes one of 

the key factors for pricing ECB and ECB asset swap. When pricing ECB, ECB asset swap, or 

other financial products, it is necessary to address the problem of interest rate risk. Interest rate 

risk is the risk borne by an interest-bearing asset, such as a loan or a bond, due to movement of 

interest rates. Interest rate changes will impact companies. For example, rising interest rates have 

a big impact on companies that have a large current debt or need to borrow more because with the 

rise in interest rates, the cost of borrowing rises. Since ECB asset swap is a variation of interest 
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rate swap, interest rate modeling is also important on valuation. 

The aim of this project is to develop an accurate and effective pricing model for pricing ECB, 

and ECB asset swap. We will deal with the limitations of different pricing methods in practice to 

design an effective pricing model. Then, we will improve our pricing method by considering 

influences of credit risk and interest rate risk. For credit risk, we will integrate the credit analysis 

technique developed by major project to model the default credit of both ECB issuer and 

securities trader. For interest rate risk, we will apply the CIR model [22], one of the most popular 

and promising interest rate model, to simulate future interest rates. Moreover, we will collect real 

contract of ECB asset swap to validate the robustness of our pricing method. Our valuation 

method will also be extended to other financial products, like as structured notes, ECB, ECB 

asset swap, and general asset swap for proving its scalability. 

The research plan is organized as follows: We first introduce the literature survey related to 

ECB pricing, ECB asset swap pricing and credit analysis in recent years in Section 2. Section 3 

shows the procedures of general asset swap. Section 4 shows the procedures of ECB asset swap 

on the effective day, interest payment day, early termination day, and maturity date. Section 5 

shows the procedures and limitations of pricing methods in practice, and Section 6 and 7 give 

brief representations of credit analysis technique and CIR model, respectively. The empirical 

analysis of ECB asset swap is represented in Section 8.  

 

2. Literature Survey 

2.1. Euro-Convertible Bond Pricing 

Convertible bond (CB) is a hybrid derivative with equity- and bond-like features which the 

payment dominated in foreign currency but convert into domestic equity, and relates to the 

underlying stock (price dynamics), the fixed income part (interest rates and credit risk), and the 

embedded options (conversion, reset, call, and put provisions) [8]. A number of recent researches 

address the pricing of convertible bond. Zheng et al. [9] introduced modified multi-tree model to 

price convertible bond under variance gamma model. Kovalov et al. [10] introduced a framework 

for convertible bond valuation in general multi-factor Markovian models with credit risk. Huang 
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et al. [11] proposed a semi-parametric approach, which uses nonparametric regression to 

approximate derivative values and parametric asset models to derive the continuation values, to 

value financial derivatives, including European- and American-style options and convertible 

bonds. Ammann et al. [8, 12] proposed and empirically investigated a pricing model for 

convertible bonds based on Monte Carlo simulation. They also indicated that Monte Carlo 

simulation may overcome many of the limitations of both closed-form and numerical partial 

differential equation (PDE) approaches since Monte Carlo simulation has high flexibility in 

modeling the underlying state variables and is suitable for taking into account path-dependent 

features, i.e., embedded options. 

2.2. ECB Asset Swap Pricing 

As we know, ECB asset swap is one of the popular financial products in Taiwan bond 

market, but there still exist a small number of researches to discuss the pricing of ECB asset swap. 

Wang et al. [1] could be the first article to price the CBs, including foreign-currency or 

inflation-indexed CBs, and their asset swap subject to interest rate, exchange rate, and credit risk 

by using a refined lattice model. Chung et al. [4] proposed a novel pricing model for both call 

option on CB and CB asset swap. Based on LSMC model [6], they simulated a three-factor CB 

option model with an early exercise feature since LSMC model not only depends on multiple 

factors, but also has path-dependent and American-exercise features. 

2.3. Credit Analysis 

Concerning the default probability estimation, Altman [13] and Beaver [14] developed 

systematic attempts, mainly rely on discriminate analysis, to identify which predictors perform 

well. They classify firms into defaulting or non-defaulting groups based on company 

characteristics. The derivation of the discriminate function and the threshold can be based on a 

maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) or on a decision theoretic approach [15], in which a cost is 

assigned to misclassification. This approach provided computational convenience but cannot be 

easily adapted to a dynamic framework with time-varying covariates. Global factors such as GDP, 

CPI, and business cycle indicators are covariates that are common to all firms also make the MLE 

approach not well-suited. Logistic regression methods [16] and survival analytic methods based 
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on hazard regressions [17] both can handle dynamic features of the model and common 

covariates. Correlations of assets in a credit portfolio are taken into account in modeling default 

probability. To predict the performance of a portfolio instead of each individual assets, Arnsdorf 

and Halperin [18] presented a dynamic Markovian model for correlated portfolio loss and loss 

intensity processes; Giesecke and Kim [19] used Monte Carlo simulation of the affine point 

process that models the portfolio loss to estimate the value of credit derivative. On the other hand, 

Shumway [16] and Duffie et al. [17] studied default probability of individual assets by specifying 

their joint behavior instead of predicting portfolio loss. Shumway [16] used 

logistic regression to predict a firm’s bankruptcy risk. Duffie et al.’s [17] method is based on 

counting process, providing maximum likelihood estimators of conditional corporate default 

probabilities. Duan [20] used a hierarchical method to compute default probability of both a 

portfolio and it component assets, in which the assets contained within are correlated. 

3. Procedures of General Asset Swap 

A general asset swap is an interest rate swap between two parties to exchange their interest 

payments. One interest payment is tied to cash flows from an investment with risk premium, such 

as corporate bonds or notes with fixed coupons, and the other payment is typically tied to an 

alternative index, such as a floating rate or a rate denominated in a different currency. Asset swap 

can be summarized into two categories as follows: 

3.1. Case 1 

Figure 2 shows the procedure of the first kind of asset swap. On the effective day of asset swap, 

banks buys a corporate bond for market value and then sells it to his counterparty (investor) for 

notional amount. On each interest payment day of asset swap, two parties proceed an interest rate 

swap. Bank has to pay agreed swap rate to investor, and investor should pay the fixed coupon 

from the bond to bank. Usually, the agreed swap rate is a floating rate , i.e., LIBOR rate, plus a 

swap rate spread . 

If bond issuer defaults, the interest rate swap still proceeds until the maturity of asset swap, but 

investor has to take the loss of credit default risk. If bond issuer does not default, investor has to 

sell the bond to bank on the maturity day. 
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Figure 2: The Procedure of Asset Swap: Case 1 

3.2. Case 2 

Figure 3 shows the procedure of the second kind of asset swap. In this case, bank does not sell 

the corporate bond to investor on the effective day of asset swap. Banks buys a corporate bond 

for market value and pays a difference equal to notional amount minus market value for holding 

the corporate bond. 

On each interest payment day of asset swap, banks has to pay coupon from the bond (because 

bank holds it) plus agreed swap rate (floating rate plus a swap rate spread ), and investor should 

pay coupon. If bond issuer defaults, bank will sell the defaulted bond to investor for notional 

amount and pay the agreed swap rate only to investor in the consecutive interest payment days. 

The investor takes the loss of credit default risk. On the maturity day of asset swap, bank will sell 

the bond to bond issuer if bond issuer does not default. 
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Figure 3: The Procedure of Asset Swap: Case 2 

 

4. Procedures of Convertible Bond Asset Swap 

CB asset swap is to strip CB into two structured products, credit component and equity 

component, to suit the preferences between different investors. The credit component is referred 

as a CB asset swap and the equity component is referred as a call option on CB. Typically, the CB 

asset swap consists of the sale of CB and an interest rate swap. In order to simplify the design 

complexity of CB asset swap, securities trader always sets the maturity date of CB asset swap and 

expiration date of CB call option at the nearness put date of CB. 

On the effective day of CB asset swap, credit investor pays notional amount to purchases a CB 

and writes an American-style call option on CB to equity investor, gives the latter the right to 

purchase the CB at the strike price equal to the price of synthesis straight bond. The contract of 

CB asset swap regulates credit investor to hold CB without conversion provision until its 

maturity date. Hence, the credit investor holds a synthetic straight bond in the transaction of CB 

asset swap. In practice, the theoretic price of synthetic straight bond is less than notional amount, 

and therefore securities trade will pay fixed interest in each payment day to amortize the premium 

that is equal to notional amount minus price of synthetic straight bond. The credit investor is 

usually the fixed income investor, such as commercial bank and insurance company. Equity 

investor, such as individual investor, can pay a premium to purchase a call option on CB from 
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securities trader. Figure 4 shows the procedure of CB asset swap on the effective day. 

 
Figure 4: The Procedure of Asset Swap on the Effective Day 

 

On each interest payment day of CB asset swap, securities trader has to pay agreed swap rate to 

credit investor, and credit investor should pay the coupon from CB to securities trader. Usually, 

the agreed swap rate could be fixed or floating, for example, LIBOR plus an asset swap spread, 

and coupon from CB is zero, i. e., CB is a zero coupon bond. Figure 4 shows the procedure of CB 

asset swap on each interest payment day. 

  

Figure 5: The Procedure of Asset Swap on the Payment Day 

There are three cases make that CB asset swap early terminated: (1) CB issuer defaults, (2) CB 

issuer calls CB back, and (3) equity investor exercises his right to buy CB. As shown in Figure 

6(a), if default occurs, the payoff of credit investor has a loss equal to the cash inflows (notional 

amount plus accrued interest) minus the residual value of CB, and equity investor will lose the 
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premium because CB call option is invalid. As shown in Figure 6(b), if CB issuer calls CB back, 

credit investor will receive cash inflows (notional amount plus accrued interest) and give CB 

back. Securities trader gives CB back to CB issuer and receives call price plus accrued coupon 

from CB, and equity investor will lose the premium because CB call option is invalid. As shown 

in Figure 6(c), if equity investor exercises his right, credit investor will receive cash inflows 

(notional amount plus accrued interest) and give CB to equity investor, and equity investor pays 

strike price to get CB. 

 

(a) CB Issuer Defaults 

 

(b)CB Issuer Calls CB back 
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(b) Equity Investor Exercises CB Call Option 

Figure 6: The Procedure of CB Asset Swap with Early Termination 

 

On the maturity day of CB asset swap, credit investor will receive the last swap interest and 

pay a CB premium (put price minus notional amount) to securities trader. Equity investor will 

lose the premium of CB call option since the CB call option is expired. After the last time of 

interest rate swap, credit investor can convert CB or sell it in the secondary market without any 

restriction from the regulation of CB asset swap contract. Figure 7 shows the procedure of CB 

asset swap on the maturity day. 

 

Figure 7: The Procedure of CB Asset Swap on the Maturity Day 
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5. The Limitations of Pricing Methods in Practice 

In this section, we present the pricing methods in practice to the valuation of the ECB, the 

synthetic straight bond, the call option on ECB, and the suitable swap rate for ECB asset swap. 

The valuation of ECB asset swap determines the suitable asset rate under the no-arbitrage 

principle. Financial practitioners have developed different pricing methodologies to value an 

asset swap rate and the value of a call option on CB [2, 3, 4]. In theory, these pricing methods 

should be equivalent. However, there exist some problems in these pricing methods causing the 

valuation results inconsistent. The pricing methodology can be summarized into two categories. 

In the following subsections, we will introduce the procedure and problems of each method.  

 

5.1. Method A 

First is to value the prices of ECB and call option using pricing model, such as CRR model [5] 

and LSMC model [6]. Here, we denote that is the maturity day of ECB, is the maturity day of 

ECB asset swap (or call option on ECB), m and n. The value of ECB at each node is determined 

as follows: 

},_,Pr_),Pr_,_({ iii ConversionECBicePuticeCallContECBMinMaxECB =    (1) 

where 

i  is the time index, .,...,1 mi =  

iConversionECB _  is the discounted value of 1+iCB at time .1+i  

iceCall Pr_  is the call price of ECB. 

icePut Pr_  is the put price of ECB. 

iConversionECB _  is the conversion value at time .i  

 

For pricing call option on ECB, we also have to consider whether ECB issuer calls ECB back or 

not. If ECB issuer calls ECB back, the value of call option on ECB is zero since the call option is 

invalid. And the ECB asset swap is early terminated. The value of call option on ECB at each 

node is denoted as follows: 
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where 

i  is the time index, .1,...,1 −= ni  

iContOption _  is the discounted value of 1+iOption at time .1+i  

iK  is the strike price at time .i  

In practice, the ECB strip is to make the value of synthetic straight bond plus price of call option 

on ECB equal to the value of ECB. The value of synthetic straight bond can be stated as: 

,iii OptionECBSB −=  

where 

iSB  is the synthetic straight bond at time .i  

For pricing ECB asset swap, the goal is to determine a suitable swap rate such that the ECB 

asset swap is no-arbitrage game for credit investor and securities trader. We denote M the 

notional amount of ECB asset swap. If ECB issuer calls ECB back, equity investor exercises its 

call option, or ECB asset swap is matured, the payoff of credit investor is equal to the cash flows 

from securities trader minus the value of synthetic straight bond. If ECB issuer does not call ECB 

back or equity investor does not exercise its call option, the payoff of credit investor is equal to 

the accrued interest payment from securities trader plus continuum value of ECB asset swap 

minus coupon payment of ECB. At the issuance day, the credit investor pays M and gets synthetic 

straight bond, in other words, the payoff of credit investor is equal to the value of synthetic 

straight bond minus and plus continuum value of ECB asset swap. The value of ECB asset swap 

can be stated as follows: 

,Pr_)_1( icePutMRateSwapPayoffn −⋅+=                              (5) 
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,_ 111 MContPayooffSBPayoff −+=  

where 

RateSwap _  is the agreed swap rate. 

iContPayoff _  is the discounted value of 1+iPayoff  at time .1+i  

Last, we can use numerical approach to find a suitable swap rate such that the payoff of credit 

investor is around zero. 

The problem here is that this method ignores the relationship of valuation of ECB and ECB 

call option. As shown in Equation (1), the value of ECB at each node is affected by the decisions 

of both ECB issuer and ECB holder. However, credit investor (he holds ECB actually) cannot 

convert ECB or sell it in the secondary market prior to maturity day of ECB asset swap, but 

equity investor has the right to convert ECB or sell it since the conversion right shifts to call 

option on ECB. For example, if CB holder decides to convert ECB at time, but equity investor 

may not decide to exercise the right to call ECB according to Equation (2) and (3). The price of 

synthetic straight bond could be underestimated, and thus the asset swap is overestimated. Hence, 

the role of ECB holder in Equation (1) should be played by equity investor, and this relationship 

should be taken into account the pricing of call option on ECB in Equation (2) and (3). We have 

three cases as follows: 

(1) ECB issuer decides to call CB back and causes that equity investor exercises the right to call 

ECB. 

(2) Equity investor decides to convert ECB and exercises the right to call ECB. 

(3) Equity investor decides to hold ECB and does not exercise the right to call ECB. 

 

5.2. Method B 

The difference between Method A and Method B is the valuation of synthetic straight bond. Since 

credit investor will put ECB back on the maturity day of ECB asset swap, the value of synthetic 

straight bond on the maturity day of ECB asset swap is equal to the put price of ECB. We can 

price the value of synthetic straight bond by assuming that there is no conversion provision prior 

to maturity day of ECB asset swap. The value of synthetic straight bond can be stated as follows: 
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where 

r  is the risk-free interest rate. 

s  is the credit spread. 

The problem here is that this method ignores the American-style feature of ECB asset swap 

since asset swap could be early terminated [4]. Equation (9) assumes that both ECB issuer and 

equity investor promise not to exercise their call right or there is no call provision prior to the 

maturity day of ECB asset swap. Therefore, the price of synthetic straight bond is overestimated, 

and thus the asset swap could be underestimated. The valuation of synthetic straight bond should 

be taken into account the early termination of the ECB asset swap from both ECB issuer and 

equity investor. 

 

6. Credit Analysis Technique 

We have developed a systematic method to rating a set of companies based on their default 

probabilities estimated by the Poisson intensity model [17, 20]. The essence of a Poisson 

intensity function assumes that the default process of an obligor is subject to a default shock 

governed by a Poisson process with time-varying intensities (counting process), and the intensity 

function depends on a set of factors with some being macroeconomic factors and others being 

obligor-specific attributes. For example, an important macroeconomic factor is Taiwan’s 

unemployment rate and an obligor-specific attribute is the firm’s distance-to-default as defined in 

the KMV implementation of Merton’s structural credit risk model. 

Unlike other rating models that only provide quarterly or annual rating results, our rating 

model is a dynamic real time model, and can provide a timely rating service. Here, we introduce 

one of our criteria for selecting the fraction and take the quarterly data from Taiwan market as an 

example. For fraction criteria, we choose each cut-off points following some rules: The default 

intensities of firm-quarters in level 1 should 
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less than 0.0001. There is high frequency of default firm-quarters in level 9. There is no default 

firm-quarter in level 2 to 7 except for some outliers, and the difference of intensity with neighbor 

level is equal from 1 to 7. 

Table 1 shows the rating results compared with those of TEJ in 2008. First, our experiments 

considered all companies in Taiwan that were previously list or are currently listed, but we 

excluded the companies in the financial sector. We experimented with both quarterly data and 

annual data of these companies. For experiments with quarterly data, 1442 companies have 

sufficient historical data limitation as required by our rating algorithms. We used the data from 

1986 Q1 to 2006 Q4 to build the intensity model underlying our rating algorithms, then used our 

rating algorithms to predict the default status of the out-sample companies in 2008 Q4. As can be 

seen from Table 1, our ratting algorithms can catch more default companies in level 7, 8, and 9 

than TEJ’s ratings. Especially in level 9, our rating algorithms significantly outperformed the TEJ 

rating system. 

Table 1: Rating Results in 2008 

Total Companies 1442 (Default: 226, Non-default: 1196) 

Number of Real Default Companies 226 

Our Rating (below 7) 221 

TEJ Rating 1 (below 7) 208 

TEJ Rating 2 (below 7) 208 

Our Rating (below 8) 220 

TEJ Rating 1 (below 8) 186 

TEJ Rating 2 (below 8) 185 

Our Rating (9) 206 

TEJ Rating 1 (9) 147 

TEJ Rating 2 (9) 147 
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7. CIR Model 

  Since the ECB contains the asset swap, we have to consider the dynamics of interest rate. The 

CIR model introduced by Cox, Ingersoll and Rose [22], which is the general equilibrium that lead 

to a square-root term in the diffusion process of instantaneous short-rate dynamics. The CIR 

model formulation under the risk-neutral measure Q is described as the following: 

             ,)())(()( dWtrdttrtr σθκ +−=                           (9) 

where κ is the speed of mean revision, θ  is the average of long term internet rate, σ  is the 

standard deviation of instantaneous short-rate. The condition 22 σκθ >  ensures the short-rate 

)(tr  remains positive. If we need to model the object measure dynamics R  of the model, which 

is shown as 

                   .)(( dWrdtr tt σλσκκθ ++−=                    (10) 

In other terms, we assume the market price of risk process λ  to be of the particular form 

.)()( trt λλ =  

  If we have the affine-structure term structure that are interest-rate models where the 

continuously-compound rate ),( TtR  is an affine function in the short-rate )(tr , i.e., 

                ),(),(),()( trTtTttR βα +=  

 where α  and β  are deterministic functions of time. The relationship is satisfied when the 

zero-coupon bond price can written in this form 

                ,),(),( )(),( trTtBeTtATtP −=                             (11) 

where ),( TtP  is the zero-coupon bond price at time t  with the maturity date ,T   

,]
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The zero-coupon bond price with $1 at maturity can shown as 
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                    .1),( ))(,( tTTtReTtP −−⋅=                            (12) 

Through Equation (11) and (12), we can obtain 

                    .),(ln),(),(
tT

TtATtBTtR
−

−
=                       (13) 

Then, we can construct the term structure of interest rate. 

 

8. Empirical Study 

In this section, we take an ECB and its asset swap for example. Since ECB is considered 

including the underlying stock, domestic interest rate, foreign interest rate and credit risk, we take 

the Geometric Brownian motion (GBM) and CIR interest rate model to construct the model for 

pricing ECB and its asset swap. Also, ECB and its asset swap can early determinate before the 

maturity date, so we use the LSMC model to solve this problem. We take an example for 

empirical study, which is the Acer corporation issued ECB from August 10, 2011 to February 29, 

2012. The sample period is 569 days. Then, we use Method A and Method B to show the 

empirical results. Table 2 shows the contract of ECB and its asset swap. Then, we adopt method 

A and method B to value the straight bond and swap rate respectively shown in figure 8. The blue 

and red lines represent Method A and Method B respectively. It shows that SB is underestimated 

and swap rate is overestimated in Method A. On contrary, SB is overestimated and swap rate is 

underestimated in Method A. Therefore, the research results can build up a valuation method with 

correctness and effectiveness for fitting the regulation of IFRS since all of the issued companies 

in Taiwan will adopt IFRS after 2013.               
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                        Table 2 (a): The Contract of ECB 

European Convertible Bond 

Issue date  2010/8/10  

Maturity date  2015/8/10  

Credit rating  2 (TCRI in Taiwan)  

Country  Taiwan  

Currency  USD  

Issuing FX rate  31.8300  

Issuing conversion price  110.76  

Issue price  100  

Maturity price  102.171  

Underlying asset  The common stock of ACER Inc.  

Call provision  The issuer can repurchase ECB if the holder’s stock price is 

higher than the conversion price on 20 consecutive business 

days after 2013/8/10.  

Put provision  The holder can sell its ECB to the issuer at the put price of 

101.297 on 2013/8/10  

Conversion provision  The holder can convert its ECB to common stock at the 

conversion price between 2010/9/20 and 2015/9/31.  

 

Table 2 (b): The Contract of Asset Swap 

Asset Swap 

Delivery Date 2011/3/25 

Maturity Date 2013/8/20 

Contract 

1. Receive $100 and pay an American CB call option on the delivery date. 

2. Receive USD 3M LIBOR+115bps(30/360) quarterly. 

3. Pay $101.297 to counterparty on the maturity date. 
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                                  Figure 8(a): SB Price 

 

    

      Figure 8(b): Spread Rate 
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出差與研習心得 

本人於 2012 年 4 月 12 日由台灣搭機赴中國大陸上海，參加「2012 兩岸三

地金融發展與合作高峰論壇」。於 4 月 12 日下午四點左右抵達位於上海的主辦

單位上海交通大學海外教育學院。晚上住宿於研討會會場旅館並與主辦單位及研

討會與會者共敘晚宴。台灣方面的參加者除本人外，另有金融研訓院董事長許嘉

棟、櫃買中心董事長陳樹、證券公會理事長、期貨公會理事長及銀行公會人員等。 

4 月 13 日參加整天的研討會，本人擔任一場研討會的評論人及另一場發表

一篇主題報告，發表論文「金融工程在經濟與金融發展中之角色」。 

此次參加該會，除增進兩岸學術交流的目的外，亦深覺大陸地區之學者正在

拚力追趕西方的研究，並擁有其自有的哲學判斷標準，不盡與台、美、日之學術

觀點完全相同。本人除與學術界人士接觸交流外，亦與大陸地區之證監會與業界

人士進行意見交流，對本人及大陸人士在兩岸互相瞭解的方面均有頗大之助益。 
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